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     SECTION-I zZzw        

2.   Attempt any eight parts.                                 16 = 2 x 8                ÃðÐWJZbZÆ�Z!*]’k,ÙX   X2 ÎZw�

(i) Write a short note on Aesthetics.                                                                                           )1]6,¿â’̂k,ÙX (i)

(ii) Define Normative Sciences.                                                                                                     £g~ExÅ°pÙX (ii)

(iii) Who said, "Logic is key to Metaphysics"?                                                             ¾äyÃâẐÅ‹3š5é EG]ÅãŒÛZgŠc*? (iii)

(iv) How does Language help to transfer Knowledge?                                                    i!*y¾§bDÅÃ~æŠŠîì? (iv)

(v) Define Logic.                                                                                                                                 yÅ°pÙX (v)

(vi) What is the importance of Language in understanding?                                                   ƒ~i!*yÅHZÌì? (vi)

(vii) What is meant by Symbols?                                                                                                      ´â]ÐH%ZŠì? (vii)

(viii) What kind of instrument Language is?                                                                                        i!*y¾n»W!ì? (viii)

(ix) Write down two major kinds of Arguments.                                                                          ŠÑbÅŠz(,~Zlx’k,ÙX (ix)

(x) Define Word.                                                                                                                                    ÂÅ°pÙX (x)

(xi) Write the name of Luduteg Withgenistein book.                                                             ®z8-z"5½è
HG
Y

EÅ"»**xCNX (xi)

(xii) To which type of truth, Axiom of Mathematics belong?                                gc*èÆQßwZÍD»mCðÅÃyÏnÐì? (xii)

3.   Attempt any eight parts.                                 16 = 2 x 8                ÃðÐWJZbZÆ�Z!*]’k,ÙX   X3 ÎZw�

(i) How Irving Copi understands a Fallacy?                                                            Sgz8-Ã8Æìw~è%ÐH%ZŠì? (i)

(ii) What is Perception?                                                                                                                     ZŠgZu£ë÷? (ii)

(iii) What is meant by Fallacy of Accent?                                                                                      èÅ�î0@*NÐH%ZŠì? (iii)

(iv) Describe the Fallacy Appeal to Force.                                                                             èÅ�î0Zh',Zñ¤‰ÜÒyÙX (iv)

(v) What is the purpose of a Fallacy?                                                                                               è%»ÑHì? (v)

(vi) What is Contradictory?                                                                                                                        Ú³Hì? (vi)

(vii) Define Law of Identity.                                                                                                             ZßÁ‘43ïEGGÅ°pÙX (vii)

(viii) What is meant by Judgement?                                                                                                      ¬ÐH%ZŠì? (viii)

(ix) Define Term.                                                                                                                                    uÅ°pÙX (ix)

(x) What is meant by Copula?                                                                                                      $h4ï
E

EGL7À.0îGÐH%ZŠì? (x)

(xi) What is meant by Negative Proposition?                                                                                   ‚cMÐH%ZŠì? (xi)

(xii) Write in short the two rules of Subaltern.                                                                              ÍÆŠzZßw¿UÉÀŸ/õGX (xii)

)zgtZde(
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4.   Attempt any nine parts.                                     18 = 2 x 9                ÃðÐâZbZÆ�Z!*]’k,ÙX  X4 ÎZw�

(i) Name three terms of Syllogism.                                                                                         ªkÅ&uzŠÆ**xKX (i)

(ii) Define Implicative Propositions.                                                                                               ŠÑr,c*Å°pÙX (ii)

(iii) What is meant by Variables?                                                                                                    oZ]ÐH%ZŠì? (iii)

(iv) What is Axioms?                                                                                                                              ZßÁZzDHì? (iv)

(v) What is meant by Corollaries?                                                                                                 q&]ÐH%ZŠì? (v)

(vi) What is Enumeration in Induction?                                                                                             Z`ZY~2ÌHì? (vi)

(vii) Define the Law of Causation.                                                                                                   ‡âÈAÅ°pÙX (vii)

(viii) What is Hypothesis?                                                                                                                           Gz£Hì? (viii)

(ix) What is the difference between Explanation and Analysis?                                               ÂôZzg=ô~H�Ûtì? (ix)

(x) What is meant by Possible Explanation?                                                                                 ÂÂôÐH%ZŠì? (x)

(xi) What is Harmonization?                                                                                                                       rHì? (xi)

(xii) Who wrote "The Introduction to Logic"?                                                                    LL¬g½yóó¾Å"ì? (xii)

(xiii) What is to be simple for a Hypothesis?                                                                             Gz£Æa‚Š{ƒ**Hì? (xiii)

SECTION-II zŠzx        

NOTE: -  Attempt any three questions.      30 = 10 x 3        â^XÃðÐ&ÎZÑ]Æ�Z!*]’k,ÙX

5. What is meant by "Validity" in Logic?                                        y~LL¡óóÐH%ZŠì?VßVÆ‚BzŸs#ÙX

Explain with examples.

X5

6. Describe the important uses of Language with examples.                          i!*yÆZëZEÑ]ÅVßVÆ‚BzŸs#ÙX X6

7. Describe the Fallacy of Appeal to Pity and explain with examples.        LLèÅ�î0Zh',Zñg3óóÅzŸs#ÙZzgVBŠØX X7

8. Define "Compound Proposition" and explain the                  %“¢{/õ
GE

GÅ°pÙZzgZkÅZlxÅZVßVÆ‚BzŸs#ÙX

kinds of Compound Proposition with examples.

X8

9. Describe the difference between Scientific Generalization and                                     d̈ZzgŠ!̈~�ÛtÒyÙX

Empirical Generalization.

X9
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